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Abstract  
Aesthetic longevity in product design has been linked to environmental 
sustainability through an increased product lifetime-of-use. One approach to creating 
enduring product aesthetics is visual simplicity—yet ‘simple’ can be a challenge to define, 
let alone to create. Designers such as Naoto Fukasawa, Dieter Rams, and Jonathan Ive have 
achieved visual simplicity by designing to a level of abstraction that maintains the essential, 
typical character of the product. An analysis of the contexts in which these designers work 
reveals cultural priorities on typicality. Research from the field of cognitive psychology also 
suggests that across cultures, typicality is likely to improve cognitive economy during 
recognition of designed objects. Psychological science can shed light on the way our minds 
process everyday objects visually, providing a platform for designers to create an enduring 
aesthetic experience in products, thereby extending product lifetime. An exercise to 
simulate a design process that prioritizes aesthetic typicality is described. Products and 
contexts that are suitable for this approach are discussed, as well as limitations and 
drawbacks to this approach to design sustainability. 
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1. Introduction1  
In order to create environmentally sustainable products, designers must also 
consider the wider definition of sustainability. Familiar methods such as wise materials 
selection, design for repair or reuse, and design for recycling are among the strategies that 
designers can use to improve environmental sustainability (Ashby & Johnson, 2014). 
However, at the end of the product’s lifecycle, the actual level of environmental 
sustainability that a product achieves may be determined by consumers’ willingness and 
initiative to fulfill the designer’s end-of-life intention for the design (Shim, 1995). 
Several factors work against ideal sustainability behaviors in consumers. As more 
economies have increased industrial activity, materialism and consumer culture have 
correspondingly expanded beyond the western cultures where they originated (Ger & Belk, 
1999). This may be because products are known to play a role in aspirational self-image at 
a cultural level as well as on an individual level (Barki & Parente, 2006; Kleine et al., 1993).  
Cultural influence may also act against environmental altruism at an individual 
motivational level, as cultural background may determine the level of understanding of the 
environmental consequences of consumer behavior (Leiserowitz et al., 2006). In the United 
States of America, for example, despite consensus within the scientific community, there is 
not universal acknowledgement among the general population of the role of human 
behavior in global warming (Leiserowitz et al., 2013). Given these challenges to informed 
altruism, designers must find ways to work around conscientious decision making in 
consumers to achieve sustainable design solutions.  
Products that are emotionally sustainable can motivate consumers to keep them 
longer, independent of conscious, environmentally driven decisions. Aesthetic experience 
strongly informs the emotional experience of a product, contributing to an overall positive 
user experience (McDonagh, 2017; McDonagh, 2016). A long-lasting, or timeless, aesthetic 
experience that is insulated against changing styling trends is therefore critical to 
improving the emotional durability of products, environments, and experiences, and may 
lead to longer lifetimes-of-use.  
                                                
1 Portions of this chapter were previously presented in Heaton, R. & McDonagh, D. (In press). Can timelessness 
through typicality support sustainability? A strategy for product designers. In Proceedings of the 12th European 
Academy of Design Conference. 
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Creating timeless aesthetics is not a straightforward task for the average designer. 
Timeless aesthetics may be frequently associated with great beauty2. Yet timelessness, in 
this encumbered sense, is not the only path to a prolonged positive—or even neutral—
aesthetic experience. Visual simplicity is another method of achieving aesthetic longevity, 
as exemplified in the work of contemporary designers such as Naoto Fukasawa, Dieter 
Rams, and Jonathan Ive. Visual simplicity finds the essence of the object—the point of 
abstraction that still represents the object conceptually, without excess ornament. This 
essential level of abstraction in form can be contrasted with Minimalism, which may reduce 
the number of visual or functional features, but may not result in the cognitive simplicity 
that can support a prolonged positive user experience.  
Fukasawa, Rams, and Ive have displayed an instinct and talent for simple design, 
but finding simplicity through cognitive economy remains elusive for many practicing 
designers—‘simple’ is actually quite difficult. Much can be learned about simple design by 
examining the cultural and political-economical context in which these skilled designers 
work. An understanding of the cultural circumstances and philosophies surrounding the 
work does not necessarily lead to an algorithm for expertise in creating enduring simplicity. 
However, it can offer clues to approaches that designers and design educators might use to 
help demystify simplicity as it pertains to designed objects. 
Research from cognitive psychology also holds potential to support designers in 
creating forms that are simple for our minds to interpret. Design for the goal of cognitive 
economy may be an effective means for creating the type of durable visual simplicity that 
can help to increase sustainability. Although it is acknowledged that there may be different 
ways to achieve the interrelated goals of longevity, timelessness, and simplicity, design for 
visual simplicity through cognitive economy is the ultimate focus of this project (figure 1.1). 
 
                                                
2 Although ‘beauty’ is a difficult term to define, and subject to personal taste, it is a common shorthand term 
for a strongly positive affective experience. It is in this sense that the term is used here. 
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Figure 1.1 The path from cognitive economy to prolonged agreeable aesthetic experience that leads to 
increased sustainability.  
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2. Aesthetic Longevity as a Sustainability Strategy3 
Designers today have an unprecedented responsibility to create environmentally 
sustainable products. A lack of restraint by both consumers and designers in the second 
half of the 20th century has normalized an environmentally unsustainable dynamic of 
excessive consumption and discarding. Consumption patterns that originated in developed 
economies after World War II have led to environmental damage that may be impossible to 
repair (Cohen, 2004). One of the well-known examples of such damage is the north Pacific 
gyre, or “Pacific garbage patch”. Full of bits of plastic that can devastate wildlife, most of 
the polluting material originated in designed products and packaging that were improperly 
managed when discarded (Jambeck et al., 2015). 
Lifetime extension can mitigate some of the challenges associated with end-of-life 
scenarios in consumer products by reducing the frequency at which products are replaced 
and discarded. This is an underexploited and difficult strategy for sustainability, because 
there are multiple variables that affect consumer decisions to keep or discard products 
(Van Nes & Cramer, 2006). ‘Timeless’ qualities in designed products have been suggested 
as positive influences that may contribute to lifetime extension; Lobos suggests four 
aspects to timelessness: appearance, efficiency, materials selection, and user experience 
(2014).  
Long-lasting product appearance, or aesthetic longevity, is not a common primary 
strategy to achieve a sustainable product outcome, despite the acknowledged role of 
changing fashion trends on consumption patterns by consumers (Parsons, 2016). Indeed, 
styling is a component of marketing efforts to increase sales, and product lifetime 
extension may inherently act against additional sales. Another reason designers may not 
fully embrace aesthetics as critical to product lifetime extension is that it can be difficult to 
reliably create aesthetically enduring work.  
‘Timeless’ appearance can potentially be achieved through several methods, but 
with varying probability of success. ‘Beautiful’ forms are one possible method of achieving 
longevity. The Panton chair (figure 2.1a) and Philippe Starck’s Alessi Juicy Salif citrus juicer 
(figure 2.1b) are examples of product forms that may evoke a dramatic and pleasurable 
                                                
3 Portions of this chapter were previously presented in Heaton, R. & McDonagh, D. (In press). Can timelessness 
through typicality support sustainability? A strategy for product designers. In Proceedings of the 12th European 
Academy of Design Conference. 
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emotional response. Such an affective experience of form may partially isolate the formal 
beauty from the conceptual identity of the product, rendering it more sculptural than 
functional. These experiences of beauty in designed products vary across individuals 
according to their personal tastes. Consequently, the probability of achieving aesthetic 
longevity through this approach can be estimated as rather low: compared to the sheer 
number of designs created and manufactured over the history of products, such designs 
are rare occurrences.  
 
Figure 2.1 a) Panton Chair b) Juicy Salif c) Eames Lounge Chair. See References for image sources. 
Extrinsic factors can also influence aesthetic perception. Products that were 
historically innovative, or are otherwise deemed culturally important, can benefit from the 
influence of nostalgia on their aesthetic appraisal long after they were first produced. The 
Eames lounge chair (figure 2.1c) is a significant design not only because of its form, but 
also because of the innovative plywood bending manufacturing technique that enabled its 
fabrication (Eames, 1946). Values such as fine craft, innovation, brand, personal 
experience, and historical context can all contribute to aesthetic timelessness, and even to 
emotional attachment to objects. However, it may not be possible for designers to routinely 
apply these insights to the design of new mass-produced products.  
A more direct path to aesthetic longevity may be found in design for simplicity. 
Although contemporary design places a priority on strong initial positive affective 
experience, an alternative is a merely neutral or agreeable aesthetic experience. Rather 
than provoking strong emotion like ‘beautiful’ objects, simple designs are unobtrusive; 
these designs do not place a significant demand on attention at any point during their 
lifecycle. While this approach to design may reduce the intensity of the initial positive user 
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experience, it may also mitigate a potentially negative later experience that could lead to 
discarding. 
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3. Simplicity4  
When products are simple, little effort is needed to understand them conceptually, 
requiring less thought and attention on the part of the user. This characterization of 
simplicity may imply a reduction in conflict between a user’s perceptual experience of an 
object and the mental representation, memory, or idea of the object.  
3.1. Simplicity versus Minimalism 
The path to creating simplicity in design is not always obvious to designers. In fact, 
simplicity can be challenging for designers to achieve. Designers may be tempted to 
equate simplicity with Minimalism, which could be defined in a general sense as a 
reduction in visual complexity. This broad definition acts as an umbrella for several 
approaches to reducing visual complexity that may manipulate both form and function. In 
one type of Minimalism, there can be a reduction in the underlying functional complexity of 
a product to allow a correspondingly simplified geometry. In another type of Minimalism, 
the form’s geometry is abstracted independently of underlying functionality. When either 
type occurs to an extreme degree, the essence of the product or its intended interaction 
can be lost. When these types of Minimalism are applied by designers, it is possible that 
additional cognitive demands are placed on the user, which may in fact undermine the 
intended goal of simplicity. 
Examples of Minimalist designs based on reduced functionality include the original 
MUJI wall-mounted CD player (figure 3.1a)5, where the primary functional interaction is a 
pull cord to turn the player on or off. The iPod Shuffle (figure 3.1b) is another case of 
Minimalism born of reduced functionality. The device has reduced visual feedback about 
the operation and track navigation status. In both examples, the minimal functional 
interactivity enables the resulting Minimalist aesthetic. There are some circumstances in 
which reduced functionality may be warranted (i.e., when taking the iPod Shuffle on a run, 
a user will not frequently change tracks). However, reduction in function is not universally 
appropriate for all products. 
                                                
4 Portions of this chapter were previously presented in Heaton, R. & McDonagh, D. (In press). Can timelessness 
through typicality support sustainability? A strategy for product designers. In Proceedings of the 12th European 
Academy of Design Conference. 
 
5 The designs created by Naoto Fukasawa and Jonathan Ive utilize Minimalism, in contrast to many of their 
other designs, which are simple but not Minimalist. 
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Figure 3.1 a) MUJI CD player b) Apple iPod Shuffle c) Philips Wake Up Light. See References for image 
sources. 
Alternately, when form is visually abstracted to the point of disconnection with the 
representation of the product’s function, overall conceptual category, or both, the object 
fails to communicate some or all information about the nature of the product. This type of 
Minimalism may also add to the cognitive demands of interaction. The Phillips Wakeup 
Light (figure 3.1c) is an example of this type of aesthetically driven minimalism. The form 
of the product, a disc, is abstracted to the point where its visual identity as an alarm clock 
is unapparent, and even mildly deceptive. The product’s form is mute, leaving the user to 
decipher the available functional interactions.   
Extreme reductions in either form or function may be acceptable or even desirable 
for some types of products. Yet other products may require that more sophisticated 
interactions and interfaces be preserved to maintain full functionality and usability. 
Designing simple aesthetics for complex products is a significant challenge. 
If product forms exist on a spectrum between highly abstracted Minimalism and 
highly decorative ornamentation, at some point along that spectrum is a level of 
abstraction that conveys the basic essence of the object, without excess (figure 3.2). 
Designs that have achieved this type of essential simplicity include the 2016 Lensvelt and 
Space Encounters “Boring Collection”, self-described as “archetypal, straightforward, and 
discreet” (“Boring Collection by Space Encounters”, n.d.). MacBook laptops designed by 
Apple (figure 4.1a) also achieve a level of conceptual abstraction that is simple, but again, 
not as the result of Minimalism (Shelley, 2015). 
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Figure 3.2 The spectrum of abstraction in product designs. Minimalism is one extreme, and ornate 
decoration is another extreme. 
3.2. The Problem of Achieving Simplicity  
An arbitrary reduction in geometric complexity may not result in cognitive 
simplicity. Still, carefully considered reduction in visual complexity to the point of essential 
abstraction may result in a simplified perceptual experience for the user. How does a 
designer know what is essential and what is arbitrary? These may be subtle considerations. 
Some designers appear to possess a talent for finding the essential level of 
abstraction, whether this comes through instinct or experience. However, not all designers 
share this talent. If a designer or design educator were seeking a methodology for 
designing simple functional objects, what would it be? How can a designer learn to develop 
the skill for finding the essential level of abstraction? The answers to these questions are 
not immediately apparent. 
Designers trained within some cultures appear to be more adept than others at 
finding simplicity in their designs. By examining cultures that have produced designers 
who have achieved simplicity via essential abstraction, commonalities may be found that 
could support designers outside of these contexts.  
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4. Culture, Simplicity, and Sustainability6 
Simplicity as an aesthetic experience can influence people toward more 
environmentally sustainable behavior; this can be seen in some cultures, transcending 
individual aesthetic tastes. Notable contemporary industrial designers who have achieved 
aesthetic endurance though cognitive simplicity include Naoto Fukasawa of Japan; Dieter 
Rams of Germany; and Jonathan Ive, designing in the United States (trained in the United 
Kingdom). Although the cultural context may vary, these designers have found the essential 
level of abstraction in their work. 
4.1 Naoto Fukasawa and Traditional Japanese Aesthetics 
Everyday Aesthetics philosopher Yuriko Saito highlights the simplicity found in the 
Japanese aesthetic tradition. Saito translates the simplicity of the philosophical and 
ceremonial realm of the tea ceremony into the context of the everyday experience that is 
most relevant to designers. Saito (2007) writes,  
The Japanese aesthetic tradition is noted for its sensitivity to, respect for, 
and appreciation of the quintessential character of the object. This attitude 
gives rise to a guiding principle of design that articulates the essence of the 
object. (p. 85) 
Saito’s explanation of traditional Japanese aesthetic values shares similarities with 
the philosophy of contemporary designer Naoto Fukasawa. Fukasawa’s Déjà-vu table and 
chair designs for Magis (figure 4.1c) embody the ‘essential’ level of abstraction that 
eschews excess decorative elements. Other notably simple designs by Fukasawa include 
his toaster and rice cooker appliance designs for MUJI (figure 4.1b); the approach to 
simplicity in these designs can be seen when contrasted with his Minimalist CD player 
design that reduces function to achieve a geometrically simple form.  
As a brand, MUJI has proven successful at finding the point of essential abstraction. 
The products are examples of the fusion of a recent western modern influence and 
traditional Japanese aesthetic values. On the company website, MUJI describes the 
products as, “…succinct, but they are not in the minimalist style. That is, they are like 
                                                
6 Portions of this chapter were previously presented in Heaton, R. & McDonagh, D. (In press). Can timelessness 
through typicality support sustainability? A strategy for product designers. In Proceedings of the 12th European 
Academy of Design Conference. 
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empty vessels. Simplicity and emptiness yield the ultimate universality, embracing the 
feelings and thoughts of all people” (“What is MUJI?”, n.d.). MUJI products may be 
interpreted as quiet; they may be considered environmentally friendly; or they may be 
anything the users imagine them to be, because they are not something other than what 
the user was expecting. 
	
Figure 4.1 a) Apple MacBook Pro b) MUJI toaster c) Déjà vu table and chairs. See References for image 
sources.  
MUJI’s implementation of emptiness is consistent with the traditional Japanese 
aesthetic emphasis on a long-term relationship with objects. This emphasis results from 
necessity, due to space physical space constraints within Japan, but also from the religious 
tradition within the culture. As a contemporary company, MUJI, including the work of 
Fukasawa, adopts a subset of the properties of traditional Japanese aesthetics rooted in the 
teachings of Zen Buddhism, such as wabi sabi and chill. However, the designs do so without 
explicitly emphasizing an underlying moral motivation. Rather than the moral driving the 
aesthetic, the aesthetic may serve to drive moral motivation.  
As stated in the company philosophy, MUJI promotes emptiness in the design of its 
products. In the Buddhist tradition, emptiness does not suggest an absence, but instead 
implies interdependence and constant transition (Nagatomo, 2017). This is related to the 
concept of chill. Dennis Hirota (1995) writes of this concept, 
The quality of “chill” and “withered” implies not only the emergence of 
things where a delusional grasp of them in terms of personal advantage has 
broken through, but also that their evanescence has become fully manifest. 
Here, the solitariness implied by “chill”—where things cease to be defined 
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by differences from other things and awareness itself is not distinct from 
objects—also signifies an isolation from the flow of time. (p. 48) 
Wabi, too, challenges the western definition of beauty as it relates to time. Wabi 
denotes a lean, austere beauty. Like chill, this aesthetic principle asks the user to adopt a 
stance about beauty that is founded upon underlying Buddhist moral values (Parkes, 
2017). Accompanying this austerity is an appreciation of irregularity or imperfection in 
surface quality or in the underlying material. In this tradition, aesthetic value is imparted 
into cracks and wear in long-kept objects (Hirota, 1995, p. 226). This is exemplified in the 
repair method called Kintsugi, a process by which broken ceramic vessels are repaired with 
resin and gold. They are considered more beautiful than the unbroken items (figure 4.2a).  
	
Figure 4.2 a) Kintsugi gold leaf and resin repair b) Japanese tea bowl c) Russel Wright for Bauer Manta 
Ray Bowl. See References for image sources.  
Material can also give rise to imperfection in form at the time of creation, as can be 
seen in vessels used in the tea ceremony traditions. Japanese ceramics, including glazing 
and firing techniques such as raku, celebrate the randomness that acts as a counterpoint to 
simplicity in form (figure 4.2b). Speckles in glazes, iridescence, or flashing from firing 
techniques accompany wobbles in material. These wobbles suggest that the craftsperson 
has surrendered tight control over form—form which is simple enough that it can 
accommodate some irregularity. This approach to aesthetic appreciation implies an aspect 
of the handmade, or craft, to achieve the slight irregularities associated with wabi sabi.  
Fukasawa has recently explored the line between design and the crafts in everyday 
objects in a 2016 exhibition entitled “The Boundary Between Kogei and Design” (figure 
4.3). Yet industrial design is distinct from craft; mass machine production limits the 
opportunity to introduce true randomness into the making process. It should be 
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acknowledged that it is not unprecedented for designers to attempt to borrow this 
randomness for mass production: Louis Tiffany successfully incorporated randomness in 
stained glass for his lamps, and Russell Wright’s collection of ceramic vessels in the 1940s 
referenced Japanese glazes, albeit less successfully than traditional Japanese ceramics 
(figure 4.2c). 
	
Figure 4.3 ‘The Boundary Between Kogei and Design’ exhibition (2016), curated by Naoto Fukasawa. 
See References for image sources.  
In Fukasawa’s own mass-produced designs, however, he has set aside the traditional 
wabi aspect of randomness and instead more fully embraced the ideas of emptiness and 
potential associated with chill. Though Fukasawa employs different approaches to 
aesthetics, he has often embraced a “Super Normal” philosophy, stating, “I believe that 
representations of decorativeness or ornateness for the sake of appreciation are far-
removed and separate from useful beauty” (Fukasawa & Morrison, 2007, pp. 106-107).  
Hirota (1995) offers an interpretation of chill that evokes Fukasawa’s approach: 
First, the world as commonly perceived in its variegated and clamorous 
surface has lost its allure, and what holds one’s attention instead is the 
muted and unadorned, that which is shorn by cold of whatever is 
extraneous. It suggests a “spatial” unobtrusiveness or equality, a dimension 
in things of nondifferentiation from the expanse of all other things. (pp. 43-
44) 
Chill, representing austerity and leanness, allows a “freedom from self-attachment 
and egocentric perception” (Hirota, 1995, p. 51). In the context of design, the concept of 
chill is the antithesis of the personal creative expression of the designer. This tension 
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between the expressive agency of the designer and the essence of the object is a theme 
that is not unique to the Japanese context. In early 20th century Germany, a similar 
philosophical struggle emerged that would later influence another contemporary designer, 
Dieter Rams.  
4.2 Dieter Rams and the legacy of the Deutscher Werkbund 
Dieter Rams, best known for his industrial design work for the German company, 
Braun, designed products such as the PC, SK, and T series audio players. Rams’ designs 
achieve visual simplicity, contributing to their unobtrusive and enduring aesthetic (figure 
4.4 a,b,c). In his ten principles for good design (Table 4.1), Rams advocates unobtrusive, 
long-lasting design that is “as little design as possible” (Rams, 2016). These guidelines 
read as warnings against the practice of design as an outlet of personal expression for the 
designer; Rams’ principles instead advise restraint.
	
Figure 4.4 a) Braun SK61 audio player b) Braun SK2 radio c) Braun T3 radio. See References for image 
sources.  
Rams’ principles are clearly exemplified in his audio player designs for Braun. These 
are functionally complex objects, incorporating several control features. Yet these designs 
maintain a simple aesthetic that is true to the essence of the product. The simplicity that 
Rams achieved is not arbitrary Minimalism—it is neither the result of a reduction in the 
underlying functionality of the product, nor is it an extreme abstraction from the concept’s 
representation. Instead, the products achieve a level of abstraction that meets the basic 
expectations of the beholder, without excess. Rams balances form versus expectation.  
The basis for Rams’ design principles can be traced back to a difficult history of 
German design in the early 20th century, including the Bauhaus, and the Deutscher 
Werkbund before it. The Bauhaus school was strongly associated with Modernist designs 
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that were precursors to Rams’ work. However, the designs connected with the Bauhaus 
displayed a tendency toward strong geometric abstraction, the type of Minimalism that 
appears to be conceived without sensitivity to the product’s conceptual identity. A silver tea 
infuser designed by Marianne Brandt in 1924 (figure 4.5a) displays such geometric 
abstraction. While the form is decidedly abstract, it is not typical—it is geometrically 
reduced beyond the essential form of a tea infuser. The ‘Wassily’ armchair by Marcel 
Breuer (figure 4.5b) also displays this strong geometric abstraction. Breuer’s design utilizes 
bent tubing and planes of fabric in a manner that is a significant departure from the form 
of a typical chair.  
		
Figure 4.5 a) Teapot by Marianne Brandt (1924) b) Wassily chair by Marcel Breuer c) Electric water 
kettle by Peter Behrens (1909). See References for image sources. 
The emphasis on strong geometric abstraction within the Bauhaus school was the 
result of the design-historical context present at its founding in 1919, and the personal 
aesthetic of its founder, Walter Gropius (Maciuika, 2005; James-Chakraborty, 2012). 
Although the Bauhaus school’s mission emphasized the agency and expression of the 
designer, Gropius had previously been an affiliate of the Deutscher Werkbund, a state-
sponsored collective of designers with a nationalist agenda. The Werkbund had grappled 
with the use of geometric abstraction to support manufacturability. Yet the degree of 
geometric abstraction typical of Werkbund design is much less extreme than in the 
Bauhaus, as seen in the kettle by Peter Behrens in 1909 (figure 4.5c), and the products of 
the Werkbund served as a transition between Art Nouveau and the strong Modernist 
geometric flavor of the Bauhaus. 
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Table 4.1 Dieter Rams’ Ten Principles of Good Design (Rams, 2016) 
Innovative The possibilities for innovation are not, by any means, exhausted. 
Technological development is always offering new opportunities for 
innovative design. But innovative design always develops in tandem with 
innovative technology, and can never be an end in itself. 
 
Useful A product is bought to be used. It has to satisfy certain criteria, not only 
functional, but also psychological and aesthetic. Good design emphasizes 
the usefulness of a product whilst disregarding anything that could possibly 
detract from it. 
 
Aesthetic The aesthetic quality of a product is integral to its usefulness because 
products we use every day affect our person and our well-being. But only 
well-executed objects can be beautiful. 
 
Understandable  It clarifies the product’s structure. Better still, it can make the product talk. 
At best, it is self-explanatory. 
 
Unobtrusive Products fulfilling a purpose are like tools. They are neither decorative 
objects nor works of art. Their design should therefore be both neutral and 
restrained, to leave room for the user’s self-expression. 
 
Honest It does not make a product more innovative, powerful or valuable than it 
really is. It does not attempt to manipulate the consumer with promises that 
cannot be kept. 
 
Long Lasting It avoids being fashionable and therefore never appears antiquated. Unlike 
fashionable design, it lasts many years – even in today’s throwaway society. 
 
Thorough Nothing must be arbitrary or left to chance. Care and accuracy in the design 
process show respect towards the user. 
 
Environmentally 
Friendly 
Design makes an important contribution to the preservation of the 
environment. It conserves resources and minimizes physical and visual 
pollution throughout the lifecycle of the product 
 
As Little Design as 
Possible 
Less, but better – because it concentrates on the essential aspects, and the 
products are not burdened with non-essentials. Back to purity, back to 
simplicity. 
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The ultimate purpose of the Werkbund, as envisioned by architect and appointed 
civil servant Hermann Muthesius, was to find a Style, or a visual aesthetic, that represented 
a unified German spirit and culture (Maciuika, 2005, pp. 8-10). The machine production of 
consumer goods, particularly those made by other European competitors, was perceived to 
be at fault for a dystopian culture; the increased ability to manufacture products in 
response to quickly changing style trends was thought to feed a market without the ability 
to exercise restraint (Schwartz, 1996). 
For the designers of the Werkbund, Style was considered a powerful force that could 
be used to change the German political economy (Schwartz, 1996). The Werkbund 
believed that the trend toward capitalist waste could be stemmed if a unified national Style 
could be substituted for constantly changing fashion trends. What that Style might be was 
considered arbitrary, as long as it would result in the harmonious culture typical of 
advanced societies. According to the vision of the Werkbund, if mass production had 
caused the predicament in which Germany found itself, then mass production, through 
widespread dissemination of a German aesthetic, would be the solution. The Werkbund 
designers, under Hermann Muthesius’ direction, drew from their own values such as 
quality through function, material, and the making process, deferring to the limits of 
manufacturing to prescribe form. 
In an effort to further develop the idea of Style in the service of German industry, 
Muthesius advocated for the concept of Typisierung, or typification, at the Deutscher 
Werkbund Congress meeting in 1914. Muthesius presented a set of ten principles for the 
Werkbund to communicate his type-based ideology (Maciuika, 2005, pp. 274-279, 302-
304) (Table 4.2). Typisierung was intended to be generated by the Werkbund designers 
themselves in response to tooling and manufacturing processes; it was not to be 
discovered from an analysis of what already existed in the culture, or in the experience of 
the consumer. In this way Typisierung differs from other design-historical approaches that 
have considered conceptual types. This philosophy was not about the quest to find the 
existing essence of a concept. Instead, it was to a plan to impose Style onto a concept. Yet 
Typisierung was also not intended to be an expressive act by the designers. 
A “machine aesthetic”, determined not by the expression of the designer, but 
instead by the limits of technology, emerged as the basis for the German Style (Schwartz, 
1996). The notion of a machine aesthetic was not new, nor uniquely German, having 
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already been considered during the industrial revolution of the United Kingdom—a 
historical phenomenon that contributed to the impetus to found the Werkbund. Still, 
molding techniques, which prohibit undercuts and require draft angles to allow the release 
of the product from the mold, reduced the geometrical complexity the forms that machine-
made products could take as a matter of necessity. This machine aesthetic, so easily mass-
produced, was idealized as a path toward realization in the quest for Style. Thus, the 
geometric aesthetic that resulted from this approach was not a user-oriented exploration of 
the form consumers might prefer. Rather, political, economic, and social goals were 
allowed to determine form.  
The exploration of conceptual types to guide design efforts and optimize 
manufacturing processes was controversial, seen as undermining the agency and 
individuality of the designer. The introduction of Typisierung led to a schism within the 
Werkbund, and was vigorously opposed by architect Henry van de Velde in his own set of 
ten oppositional principles (Maciuika, 2005). Muthesius claimed that he was not advocating 
for universal or standardized designs for product types that would undermine the agency 
of the designer. Yet a philosophical conflict between individual expression and the 
standardization of a utopian ideal object had taken hold. 
Hermann Muthesius himself did not explicitly advocate a machine aesthetic 
(Maciuika, 2006, p. 277). Ironically, it was Walter Gropius, who had sided with the 
philosophy of individual expression in design, that inadvertently reinforced the notion of 
the machine aesthetic and extreme geometric abstraction through his own architectural 
designs. Gropius viewed the use of strong geometric abstraction and the exploration of new 
materials and manufacturing technologies in his architectural designs as a form of 
expressive artistic exploration (Maciuika, 2005, p. 271). Yet in the context of Muthesius’ 
confusing and controversial statements about Typisierung, the distinction between an 
expressive use of geometric forms and a prescriptive use of geometric form was lost. 
In debating the concepts of Style and Typisierung in the context of manufacturing 
and the market, the Werkbund can be credited with contributing to the very concept of 
visual brand language used by designers today. This concept of brand language 
contributes to stylistic differentiation in the marketplace even now. Although the Werkbund 
and the Bauhaus disbanded during World War II, the Werkbund later reestablished itself, 
with Dieter Rams as an affiliate. It is perhaps no accident that Braun, the company where 
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Rams began his career as a designer, had such strong brand identity, given the influence of 
the Werkbund. Yet Braun products are widely considered to have an abstract and intuitive 
identity. This is where Rams’ work distinguishes itself from the goals of the Werkbund. 
Table 4.2 Hermann Muthesius’ Ten Principles for the Werkbund (Maciuika, 2005, pp. 302-304) 
Architecture, and with it the whole area of the Werkbund’s activities, is pressing toward the making 
of types (typification, or Typisierung), and only through typification can it recover that universal 
significance that was characteristic of it in times of harmonious culture. 
 
Only the making of types – to be understood as the result of a beneficial concentration – will make 
possible the development of a universally valid, unfailing good taste. 
 
As long as a universal high level of taste has not been achieved, we cannot count on the German 
applied arts to make their influence effectively felt abroad. 
 
The world will demand our products only when they are the vehicles of a convincing stylistic 
expression. The foundations for this have now been laid by the German movement.  
The creative development of what has already been achieved is the most urgent task of the time. 
Upon it the movement’s ultimate success will depend. Any relapse and deterioration into imitation 
would today mean the squandering of a valuable possession. 
 
Starting from the conviction that is a matter of life and death for Germany constantly to ennoble its 
production, the Deutscher Werkbund, as an association of artists, industrialists, and merchants, 
must concentrate is attention upon creating the preconditions for the export of its industrial arts.  
 
Germany’s advances in applied arts and architecture must be brought to the attention of foreign 
countries through effective propaganda. Next to exhibitions the most obvious means of doing this is 
by periodic illustrated publications.  
 
Exhibitions by the Deutscher Werkbund are only meaningful when they are expressly restricted to 
the best and most exemplary. Applied-arts exhibitions abroad must be looked upon as a national 
matter and hence require public subsidy. 
 
Productively capable and dependably tasteful large enterprises are the precondition for such an 
export. With the individually produced, artist-designed object, not even domestic demand could 
begin to be fulfilled.  
 
For national reasons large distribution and transport enterprises whose activities are directed 
abroad ought to link up with the new movement now that it has borne fruit, in order consciously to 
represent German art in the world.  
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There are still hints of the Werkbund legacy in Rams’ anti-consumption stance and 
rejection of ornament: good design is “long-lasting”, “environmentally friendly”, and “as 
little design as possible”. Even the format Rams chose to express his design philosophy, 
ten principles, evokes the historical debate within the Werkbund, echoing the ten principles 
put forward by Muthesius and van de Velde. But the departure in Rams’ work from 
previous design movements is via the return to basic conceptual identity in products. 
Designs should be “useful”, “honest”, and “understandable”. After the tumultuous history 
of the first half of the 20th century in Germany, Rams’ work represents a moderating shift 
away from nationalism, returning to the experience of the user. In this way Rams’ work 
corresponds to the movement toward user experience in the late 20th and early 21st 
centuries. 
Because the quest for Style and the concept of Typisierung were born of a struggle 
for control of a political economy, the underlying philosophy of harmonious culture and 
nationalism are difficult to fully extract from what might otherwise be reasonable notions 
about the role of typicality in design and manufacturing. This separation is especially 
difficult given the benefit of hindsight for the dark path that German nationalism would 
later take. Yet the context of early 20th century Germany is not completely unlike the 
context of early 21st century America, where designers are beginning to respond to a 
culture of largely unrestrained consumption, in the context of weakly regulated capitalism, 
at a time of great cultural and political division. 
4.3 Jonathan Ive and Apple in the Context of Contemporary American Culture 
At the turn of the 21st century, Apple released a series of products, beginning with 
the iPod, referencing the design work of Dieter Rams. The interface of the iPod, a simple 
circular dial (figure 4.6a), was unusual at the time it was released, but evoked Rams’ audio 
players (figure 4.4). Apple borrowed from Rams’ control interactions in later digital user 
interfaces, as well. An example is the interface design of the iOS3 calculator application, 
which referenced the Braun ET44 and ET66 calculators of the 1970s and 1980s (figure 
4.6b). With the release of updated iMac and MacBook computers (figure 4.6c) a few years 
later, Apple began to move beyond literal copying and into a design practice reflective of 
the conceptual fidelity from Rams’ design philosophy. These designs were faithful to the 
principle that a product should be subjected to “as little design as possible”.  
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Rams, in the documentary film, Objectified (Hustwit, 2009), praised Apple, and Ive 
by extension, for being one of the few companies following his design ethos. Apple, long 
known for the usability of the OSX operating system (in comparison to competitor 
Microsoft Windows), now offered simplicity in the physical forms of its products as well. 
These stood out against a field of competitors that were stylized with strong brand 
language.  
	
Figure 4.6 a) iPod b) Braun calculator and iOS3 calculator application c) iMac G5. See References for 
image sources.  
The popularity of Apple hardware design coincided with the rise of a trend in 
graphic and communication design for abstract flat design, a departure from the 
skeuomorphic design of the preceding decades (figure 4.7a)—a style where icons and 
images are specific and highly representational. 7 In contrast to the information-filled 
gradients, textures, and drop shadows that had been widely used since the 1980s, flat 
design embodied a type of visual simplicity that provided relief from the rapid increase in 
visual information provided by personal electronic devices.  
Apple’s aesthetic can be identified in a similar way as Braun; both lack a superficial 
brand language that may interfere with the concept of the product. Ive described it in 
terms of removing excess: 
A lot of what we seem to be doing…is actually getting design out of the way. 
And I think when forms develop with that sort of reason and they’re not just 
arbitrary shapes, it feels inevitable. It feels almost un-designed. It feels 
                                                
7 Ironically, Apple itself clung to skeuomorphism in its digital interaction designs longer than competitors, only 
moving away from skeuomorphic design after Jonathan Ive assumed responsibility for Apple software. 
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almost like, ‘Of course it’s that way. You know, why would it be any other 
way?’ (Hustwit, 2009) 
Conceptual simplicity may have contributed to the reasons why Apple’s legal suit 
over smartphone design, Apple Inc. v. Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., first filed in 2011, was 
so contentious. Apple defined the concept of the smart phone through the iPhone, creating 
a new product category. However, it was devoid of substantial superficial brand language. 
Any rectangle with rounded corners would be similar to Apple’s design. Perhaps it is 
because such a precedent had been set for strong brand language in the second half of the 
20th century in the American market that a legal case like this was perplexing. Simple 
design such as Ive’s was uncommon, and therefore stood out as unique.  
	
Figure 4.7 a) Skeuomorphic versus flat design b) Pencil sharpener by Raymond Loewy c) Model 500 
telephone by Henry Dreyfuss. See References for image sources. 
There are examples of simple design in American culture before Apple, such as 
Henry Dreyfuss’ 500 model telephone (figure 4.7c). Dreyfuss espoused a restrained 
approach to design, advocating five principles for design that centered around the 
practicalities of user experience. These were safety and utility, maintenance, cost, quality, 
and appearance. Dreyfuss was known for cleanlining, stating, “We are not in the business of 
style or fashion. Call us classicists” (Flinchum, 1997, pp. 126-146). Dreyfuss focused on 
“utility without sparseness” and anthropometrics, considering the abstraction of the 
Bauhaus overly reductive (Flinchum, 1997, pp 51-84). 
Yet for much of the latter part of the 20th century, America was, for the most part, 
obsessed with styling. In the American context, designers such as Raymond Loewy, thriving 
in the post-World War II economy, were striving to create a new product model for 
consumers every year (Jodard, 1992) (figure 4.7b). Loewy coined the phrase “Most 
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Advanced Yet Acceptable” to describe his method for making products appealing to 
consumers. If a product was new, make it seem familiar; if a product was old, make it seem 
different. This approach to design was not considered problematic at the time—and may 
not even be considered problematic today. In fact, “unrestrained consumption” to an 
environmentalist may describe the same phenomenon as “economic recovery” to an 
economist, and in post-war America, economic recovery was needed.  
This culture of economically driven consumption is reminiscent of the very issues 
with which the Werkbund and Adolf Loos, the author of the seminal essay Ornament and 
Crime, were grappling in Europe a half century earlier. One difference, however, was that 
the American political economy had already fully embraced capitalism. Thus, for the latter 
half of the 20th century, America’s relationship with consumption expanded, and the cycle 
of fashion and style-driven obsolescence continued. 
Even with form that is typical and essential, Apple still faces criticism about 
sustainability. Apple products, particularly phones, quickly become technically obsolete, 
failing to meet key functions that the users require. Some products cannot be repaired by 
design. Obsolescence is not unique to Apple, but is instead reflective of the nature of a 
category of consumer products that are “long-term disposables”, with a high degree of 
negative environmental impact compared to overtly disposable products. The rate at which 
technology is evolving dictates that technical obsolescence, not changing fashion and 
styling trends, will be a stronger factor in product retention for personal electronics. Thus, 
despite Apple’s success in creating forms that meet expectations without excess, the 
impact of Apple products on the environment is still negative. 
Undoubtedly, Apple did not set out to transform cultural behavior around discarding 
and the environment. The most generous interpretation of Apple’s design ethos is that the 
company set out to improve user experience; a less generous interpretation is that the 
company wanted to sell products. Regardless, Ive (and Apple CEO Steve Jobs) applied a 
strategy of typicality, reminiscent of emptiness and abstraction, to create products that 
consumers wanted because they were conceptually resonant, free of excess ornamentation, 
and therefore simple. 
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4.4 Summary  
Dieter Rams, Naoto Fukasawa, and others have been able to create products that 
embody timeless simplicity by designing to an essential level of abstraction. At the center 
of each designer’s approach is the notion of conceptual typicality—yet each context is 
different. In turn, each designer’s response to context is different. Fukasawa preserves 
some aspects of traditional Japanese Zen aesthetic philosophy, modifying his approach for 
mass production, while still seeking to create designs that reduce conflict with the mind of 
the user. Dieter Rams utilizes geometric abstraction and conceptual type, design strategies 
that emerged from the Bauhaus and the Werkbund, and yet he extracts them from the 
native political context. He turns his design process toward the experience of the user 
instead of letting machinery dictate an experience. Designing in the United States of 
America, Jonathan Ive continues to apply Rams’ principles to create mass desirability in 
Apple designs—designs that stand out because of their simplicity. 
Fukasawa, Rams, and Ive emerged from different political, economic, and 
environmental circumstances. Yet the ability of design to act as an agent of social change 
is a constant. In contemporary American culture, where overconsumption is often 
unquestioned, design toward essential abstraction might also hold the potential to act as 
an agent of change toward the sustainable, at the same time creating a desirable positive 
user experience.  
The influence of culture on the work of each of these designers is evident. But is it 
only cultural factors that cultivate simple design that can support sustainability? If simple 
design can only originate from specific religious or political contexts, there is little hope for 
design educators outside of these cultures to teach students to achieve simplicity, nor for 
practicing designers to augment their own processes. Yet this is counterintuitive; while 
culture can reinforce the importance of simplicity, the notion of simplicity itself is universal.  
Fukasawa, Rams, and Ive have achieved simplicity through the essential level of 
abstraction. The context in which each designer is working has been explored, but the 
method is still not well understood. Rams has his ten principles, and Fukasawa has Super 
Normal; yet the descriptions of these philosophies read more like a checklist of criteria for 
simplicity than a set of instructions.   
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Certainly, experience and talent contribute to the outcomes. However, there are 
large numbers of working designers today, possessing varying levels of individual talent, 
who may have little training or experience in finding essential and simple form. What can 
be done to support designers who may be seeking to create cognitive simplicity in a 
professional context? Furthermore, what information can design educators use to train 
future designers to achieve the type of simplicity that may lead to aesthetic longevity? To 
learn more about cognitive simplicity, it is necessary to look beyond cultural context, to the 
psychology of visual perception that is shared by people of all cultures. 
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5. The Psychology of Abstraction8  
Abstracting form to match the conceptual category appears to be a critical part of a 
cognitive approach to simplicity in design. Fukasawa’s notion of Super Normal serves as a 
clue to the role of conceptual categories: what is considered Super Normal for a given type 
of product may vary from culture to culture, but the fact that there is a ‘normal’ for a given 
category within a culture is a constant. This suggests that beneath cultural influence lies a 
universal commonality in the way people mentally process the objects of their daily 
experience.  
An expectation for ‘normal’ is illustrated via an anecdote from artist Jasper Johns 
when he was creating the sculpture Flashlight (1960) (figure 5.1): 
I had a particular idea in my mind what a flashlight looked like and I wanted 
to go and buy one as a model. I looked for a week for what I thought looked 
like an ordinary flashlight, and I found all kinds of flashlights with red plastic 
shields, wings on the sides … and this made me very suspect of my idea, 
because it was so difficult to find this thing I had thought was so common. 
(Sylvester, 2001, p. 152) 
Johns’ experience searching for his model reflected the American economy at the 
time, at the beginning of an accelerated proliferation of mass-produced objects after World 
War II. Artists such as Johns were relating their work to America’s unsustainable 
relationship with everyday objects, addressing consumption and industrialization in society. 
In the mid 1950s, just before Johns was making his observation about typicality in 
everyday objects, the field of cognitive psychology was being established. 9 In the short time 
that the cognitive approach to psychology has existed, its contributions to the 
understanding of how people perceive design have been significant, including research that 
sheds light on the notion of typicality that Johns was exploring. While philosophers have 
been debating the nature of concepts since the time of Plato, cognitive psychology has 
                                                
8 Portions of this chapter were previously presented in Heaton, R. & McDonagh, D. (In press). Can timelessness 
through typicality support sustainability? A strategy for product designers. In Proceedings of the 12th European 
Academy of Design Conference. 
 
9 The Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence at Dartmouth College and the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology Symposium on Information Theory in 1956 are considered to be pivotal events in the cognitive 
revolution (Goldstein, 2015). 
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quickly provided scientific insight into the way that people organize mental concepts into 
categories based on levels of abstraction 
	
Figure 5.1 Flashlight (1960) by Jasper Johns. See References for image source. 
 Cognitive psychology’s approach to investigating the ways people process and 
interpret information is a recent development, drawing inspiration for hypotheses about 
how the mind works from technological advances in computer science and engineering; 
consequently, most research by cognitive psychologists has occurred in a Postmodernist 
context, somewhat out of sync with the Modernist discussions of form and function in the 
worlds of art and design.  
Psychologists have illuminated some of the cognitive mechanisms that underlie 
object recognition and categorization, mechanisms that enable learning and reasoning 
across all people. While culture may influence the experiences that people integrate into 
their mental concepts, often referred to as schemas, the fundamental way that people do 
this is consistent across cultures.  
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 Indeed, one appealing aspect of cognitive psychology is that it brings with it the 
objectivity of science. In the past, this objectivity has uncovered useful tools for artists and 
designers that apply in all cultures and contexts. The most significant of these is probably 
the set of gestalt principles of grouping that were discovered over a century ago, and are 
taught in foundational curricula for artists and designers. More recent research from 
psychologists has not yet been fully integrated in the practice of design. Like the gestalt 
principles, recent and current research by cognitive psychologists holds the potential to 
help designers create three-dimensional objects that work harmoniously with our common 
human cognitive apparatus.  
Research around recognition and categorization may help product designers 
understand the role of abstraction in the minds of users, and how this can translate to 
cognitive economy, visual simplicity, and ultimately into more successful and sustainable 
products. Industrial designers have long struggled to justify their decisions quantitatively—
almost by definition, design relies heavily on qualitative observations and intuitions. While 
these intuitions are essential to the design process, a tension has always existed between 
designers and the engineers and businesspersons who make their decisions based on 
numbers and data. This is not to suggest that design should become a quantitative 
endeavor; rather, objective scientific evidence from psychologists supports theories that 
designers can then choose to apply with confidence during their intuitive process. 
The research spaces around the topics within cognitive psychology continue to 
expand, and the discussions can be technical and nuanced for those without scientific 
expertise. However, some psychological research is currently at a point where designers 
can apply the theories to their own work without the need for such expertise. 
5.1 Object Recognition-by-Components 
 During visual perception, people must extrapolate information from a 2-D image on 
the retina to create mental representations about a 3-D world. These representations are 
used for sophisticated reasoning, including mental feats such as imagining depth rotations 
of objects (Hummel, 2013). Approximately half of the human brain is devoted to vision, 
which may reflect the complexity of these processes. 
In part because of the complexity of such reasoning capabilities, psychologists 
concluded that our mental representations of familiar objects must be more than just a 
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large memorized collection of 2-D viewpoints that we have seen over time. In seeking to 
explain how people mentally represent 3-D objects in a more plausible way, Irving 
Biederman developed a theory of Recognition-by-components.  
Biederman’s theory of Object Recognition-by-Components proposes that geometric 
primitives, called geons, act as building blocks that compose more complex mental 
representations of objects (Biederman, 1987). These geons are simple geometric 
extrusions such as cones, blocks, cylinders, and wedges. According to this theory, the 
detection of combinations of geons within the visual field underlies recognition and 
reasoning about objects. Importantly, the structural relationships between the geons are 
just as critical as the geons themselves. While two identical geons may form a cup in one 
spatial relationship, they may form a bucket in a different spatial relationship (figure 5.2). 
Often, only a small number of geons is required to represent an object conceptually. 
Attempts to model the process of recognition-by-components computationally, such as the 
JIM model (Hummel & Biederman, 1992) (figure 5.4), have shown good agreement with 
human behaviors in experiments. 
	
Figure 5.2 Different structural arrangements of the same geons lead to different interpretations. Figure 
reproduced from Biederman (1987). 
An easy way for designers to understand the theory of recognition-by-components 
is to recall the process of learning to draw and render complex objects in a drawing class. 
The classic strategy for beginners is to break down complex subjects into a series of 
primitive geometric shapes, draw those primitives in perspective, and then render the 
primitives individually (figure 5.3). Models of recognition-by-components such as the JIM 
model use similar processes to beginning drawing students, albeit in a different order: 
edges and surfaces are detected using luminance and contrast changes, then the manner 
in which theses detected contours meet suggests a type of geon and an orientation. The 
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combinations and relationships of those primitive components contribute to categorization 
into a type of object.  
		
Figure 5.3 Drawing by industrial designer Kevin Bethune (2010), student at Art Center College of 
Design, that illustrates the use of geometric primitives in rendering. See References for image source. 
Recognition-by-components theory does not necessarily imply that abstraction into 
pure geometric primitives is the best aesthetic strategy for designers; it is not a wholesale 
validation of Modernism and the aesthetic of the Bauhaus. However, it does provide some 
insight as to why geometric abstraction that is consistent with the most common structural 
relationship of a conceptual type tends to be perceived as simple, while arbitrary 
application of geometric abstraction may require more effort to process. 
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Figure 5.4 The JIM model of object recognition. Figure reproduced from Hummel & Biederman (1992). 
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Biederman’s theory may lend some credence to instructional strategies by design 
educators that emphasize the analysis of aesthetic relationships of geometric primitives. In 
its 3-D foundational courses, the Pratt Institute uses relationships of geonic shapes to teach 
students about form. Originally taught by Rowena Reed Kostellow, this training consists of 
a series of exercises exploring the relationships of geometric primitives (figure 5.5). While 
these exercises are often associated with the geometric extremes of the Bauhaus—indeed, 
the exercises predated recognition-by-components theory by decades—recognition-by-
components suggests that such exercises may still be relevant outside of a Modernist or 
Functionalist design philosophy. 
	
Figure 5.5 Completed exercise assigned by Rowena Reed Kostellow using curvilinear and rectilinear 
geometric forms. See References for image source.   
5.2 Basic Level Categories 
Object recognition-by-components theory and the corresponding implementation 
scheme of the JIM model suggest that conceptual categorization plays a part in object 
recognition after geonic components have been identified by early visual processes. 
Categorization is an active area of research among psychologists who are interested not 
only in vision, but in all types of human reasoning. 
Intense interest in categorization by psychologists is due partly to the work of 
Eleanor Rosch. In the 1970s, Rosch and her colleagues demonstrated that some levels of 
abstraction within conceptual categories are more efficient, or simple, for the mind to 
interpret than others (Rosch, 1978). Rosch identified three levels of hierarchy in mental  
categories: superordinate, basic, and subordinate (Rosch, 1978) (figure 5.6). Basic level 
categories are the most mentally economical of the three, meaning that they require fewer 
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cognitive resources to process. This effect appears in experimental findings regardless of 
how people mentally ‘encode’ the concepts neurally (Rosch, 1978).  
At the basic level of categorical abstraction, one mental image can serve to 
represent a whole category of objects. For example, the conceptual category of ‘chair’ can 
be easily imagined as one item. In contrast, the superordinate level is too broad, or 
abstract, to be represented by a single mental image. An example would be the category 
‘furniture’; many shapes, sizes, and functions for forms belong within this category, and 
many objects or groups of objects must be imagined. Lastly, the subordinate level of 
abstraction is more specific and detailed than the basic level. ‘Kitchen chair’, ‘rocking 
chair’, or ‘Barcelona chair’ are examples of subordinate levels of abstraction (Rosch et al., 
1976; Lakoff, 1987). 
	
Figure 5.6 Levels of abstraction in categorization as defined by Rosch et al. (1976). 
Basic level categories can be understood somewhat intuitively; members of a basic 
level category have similar shapes. Rosch found that when the outlines of member forms 
are overlaid, basic level categories are still identifiable by subjects in experiments (Rosch, 
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1978). This is also the level of abstraction where people react most quickly when they are 
asked to identify an object’s membership within a category; children first learn basic level 
categories as they gather knowledge about the world (Rosch et al., 1976).  
5.3 Prototype Effects 
Within categories of objects, there are some members that are ‘better’ examples 
than others. Best examples within a given category are called prototypes. Prototypes hold 
cognitive privileges over less typical examples within a category—these privileges include 
faster processing times and a greater likelihood of being recalled from memory (Rosch et 
al., 1976). These findings suggest that interpreting highly typical category members is in 
some way a simpler process for users. Prototypes are preferred over less typical members 
of a category, at least partly because of fluency, the speed and efficiency in mental 
processing that is due to familiarity (Winkielman et al., 2006). Prototype effects, the 
experimental findings that highlight the cognitive privileges of typical objects, are some of 
the most reliable experimental findings in psychology (Murphy, 2002). 
Prototypes act as “cognitive reference points” (Rosch, 1975). Prototypes are not a 
specific type of mental representation or encoding of a concept. They are instead, 
according to Rosch’s (1978) definition, “…just those members of a category that most 
reflect the redundancy structure of the category as a whole” (p. 37).  Rosch wrote,  
...the more prototypical of a category a member is rated, the more attributes 
it has in common with other members of the category, and the fewer 
attributes it has in common with members of contrasting categories. (p. 37) 
Prototypes are not the same as archetypes, a term sometimes used by artists and 
designers. Rather than an embedded, innate, or universal concept, prototypes are 
developed as a combination of examples that people encounter over time; they may 
change as new examples are encountered (Schmid et al., 2013). This suggests that 
designers seeking prototypicality in their designs for the purpose of increasing aesthetic 
sustainability could reference examples of a given product category within the cultural 
context of the intended market, emphasizing the most redundant relationships of traits 
that have existed over a long period of time. 
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6. Application to Design10  
6.1 Prototypes in Products 
Research into the relationship of typicality to product preferences has found that 
typicality exerts an influence on aesthetic liking, at least in initial product experience. 
Whitfield and Slatter (1979) conducted a furniture selection experiment with Georgian, 
Modern, and Art Nouveau furniture and found that aesthetic preferences for furniture 
styles were dependent on categorization and typicality. In a follow-up experiment, typicality 
was found to be more influential on aesthetic preference than the level of arousal from 
visual complexity (Whitfield, 1983). 11 Veryzer and Hutchinson (1998) found that when 
products were perceived as less typical, they were also less preferred.  
Support for preferences for prototypes has been found in other experiments, 
although the relationship is less straightforward. Hekkert et al. (2003) studied the 
relationship between novelty and typicality in products and found that while both factors 
contribute to aesthetic preference, each mitigated the other’s effect. The experimenters 
also found that the level of expertise for form evaluation (i.e. designers versus non-
designers) did not change the effect of typicality or novelty on preference. Other 
experimenters asserted an aesthetic preference for a mid-level of typicality, and a lower 
preference for extreme typicality; this was attributed to a lack of opportunity for problem 
solving by users in new products (Blijlevens et al., 2012). This interpretation is notable for 
the possibility that over a longer period of time, the effects of any initial preferences for 
novelty or problem-solving opportunities might attenuate, which may be relevant for the 
goal of sustainability. 
The effect of typicality on aesthetic preference for products over time does not 
appear to be well explored in experimental research. Experiments that consider the nature 
of aesthetic experience over the entire product lifecycle could help designers better 
understand the relationship between typicality, abstraction, and sustainable behavior that 
                                                
10 Portions of this chapter were previously presented in Heaton, R. & McDonagh, D. (In press). Can timelessness 
through typicality support sustainability? A strategy for product designers. In Proceedings of the 12th European 
Academy of Design Conference. 
 
11 The definition of visual complexity used in this experiment was the total number of visual features. 
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is implied by design history, the experience of designers, and existing short term 
experimental research. 
6.2 Limitations for Application 
Products are introduced to the market at a faster rate than previous product 
generations due to factors such as the availability of rapid prototyping technology and an 
increase in the speed of communication. New, novel examples of forms, and even 
functional shifts in a product category, may change and influence the cognitive reference 
point for a product type. In this way, prototypes for products are likely dynamic. The best-
case scenario for product lifetime extension through typical simplicity might be a very long 
time, indeed. It is also possible that when a novel and highly influential design shifts the 
prototype or creates a new category, the hypothetical lifetime extension may be a shorter 
period. The introduction of the Dyson cyclone cleaner, with transparent dust collection, 
constituted such a paradigm shift for the more traditional upright vacuum product 
category (figure 6.1a). 
	
Figure 6.1 a) Dyson vacuum and b) Kitchen Aid mixer. See References for image sources. 
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There are some situations where the use of typicality as a method to achieve 
simplicity is a moot exercise. For product categories where a brand or an individual design 
is dominantly iconic, the central tendency of the category may be strongly skewed toward 
that product’s aesthetic. Designing to a prototype would mean copying the iconic design. 
The Kitchen Aid stand mixer (figure 6.1b) in the U.S. market is an example here. This form 
is so strongly identified with the product category that it holds greater weight than other 
examples on the market. Alternatively, product categories may be so new that there are no 
other exemplars of a product type, making this approach impossible for a designer.  
Several other factors may override the effects of typicality when it comes to personal 
keeping or discarding behavior. Anything with a fleetingly short intended lifecycle would 
likely see reduced effects of typicality on sustainable behavior; this includes disposable 
products. Similarly, cellular phones and other electronics are created on a cycle of planned 
obsolescence, where users no longer enjoy full functionality if they do not upgrade their 
devices. Thus, personal electronics would probably not be good targets for typical 
aesthetics from an environmental sustainability perspective; as can be inferred from Apple, 
technical obsolescence is likely a much stronger factor than typicality. Emotional 
attachment is also a significant influence in personal behavior when it comes to objects, 
and keeping and discarding behavior varies over a spectrum from extreme hoarding to 
extreme discarding. Good or bad personal associations with objects may change keeping 
or discarding decisions. Some personal philosophies of simplicity, such as that of popular 
author Marie Kondo, advocate discarding objects that do not “spark joy” in the owner 
(Kondo & Hirano, 2014). 
If a product is in functional disrepair, or is otherwise not meeting user needs, it is 
still prone to discarding. It is possible that the preference for prototypes could contribute 
toward a willingness to repair a product, but whether this is the case is unknown. 
6.3 Identifying Suitable Product Categories 
There are limitations to the application of typicality, with some types of products 
being more appropriate targets for essential abstraction than others. To identify product 
categories that might benefit from aesthetic typicality, an online survey was designed. The 
survey was reviewed and approved by the University of Illinois Institutional Review Board, 
and included a total of 43 participants that were recruited via social media posts made by 
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students from the University of Illinois Industrial Design MFA student cohort. The survey 
consisted of four sections corresponding to the four questions in Table 6.1. Within each 
section, the same list of 50 common household items was presented with a Likert-type 
scale to determine ratings for each item. 
Table 6.1 Ratings questions for 50 household products 
On average, how often do you see the following items in your home environment? 
How often is each item seen by people who visit your home? 
How strong would the desire be to replace each item listed below if its style was not agreeable to 
you? 
How likely would you be to actually replace this item if its style was not agreeable to you? 
  
The first two questions were used as background information, and the second two 
questions were used to determine categories of products that might benefit from typical 
appearance. Some qualitative trends emerged. The participants indicated a high desire for 
replacement, or high likelihood of actual replacement, for items that are typically worn or 
carried on the body outside the home, used in social interactions, or on continuous open 
display in homes. 
Table 6.2 The Top 15 Rankings for Desire for Replacement and Likelihood to Replace 
Likely to Replace Desire to Replace 
1. Shoes 1. Shoes 
2. Purse 2. Dining Table and Chairs 
3. Dishes 3. Purse 
4. Soap Dispenser 4. Dishes 
5. Glasses 5. Glasses 
6. Serving Bowls 6. Mugs 
7. Reusable Water Bottle 7. Serving Bowls 
8. Dining Table and Chairs 8. Desk 
9. Backpack 9. Soap Dispenser 
10. Mugs 10. Backpack 
11. Flatware 11. Briefcase 
12. Lunch Bag/Box 12. Reusable Water Bottle 
13. Hot Water Kettle 13. Flatware 
14. Electric Coffee Maker 14. Hot Water Kettle 
15. Stand Mixer 15. Stand Mixer 
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The ranking of desire or likelihood of replacement is an important factor in 
considering the appropriateness of aesthetic typicality for sustainability purposes. Yet it is 
not the only factor. For example, the items that had the highest rankings on the two lists in 
the table, such as leather and soft goods, ceramics, and glassware, have relatively low 
environmental impact factors based on materials, manufacturing techniques, and end-of-
life disposal schemes. Electronics such as small appliances that ranked somewhat lower on 
the lists may have much more problematic environmental impacts: electronic appliances 
use manufacturing techniques that may require heavy metals, other toxic chemicals, and 
energy intensive fabrication processes; end-of-life disposal can also be a significant burden 
with electronic products. Additionally, it is common for appliance housings to be composed 
of injection-molded plastics with low potential for disassembly and reclamation through 
recycling. Therefore, small appliances are a promising category for sustainability impact, 
despite a lower overall ranking. 
Even within the broader category of small appliances, some members are more 
suitable candidates than others for aesthetic typicality. Recall that in the US market, the 
Kitchen Aid brand dominates the stand mixer product category. Although stand mixers 
ranked highly in both desire for replacement and likelihood of actual replacement among 
appliances, there is little opportunity to design toward the prototype without infringing on 
Kitchen Aid’s design. 
Among the small appliances included in the survey, hot water kettles and 
coffeemakers emerged as strong candidates for the application of typical aesthetics in 
support of environmental sustainability. Both categories have the problems of electronics 
manufacturing and waste, and frequently use non-recoverable plastics. Both types of small 
appliances were ranked highly in likelihood of replacement and desire for replacement. 
Additionally, both are frequently used in social interactions with guests in homes, and often 
remain on display on kitchen counters.  
Many relatively simple kettle designs exist, most notably the kettle designed by 
Naoto Fukasawa for MUJI. This phenomenon is reflective of the relatively straightforward 
function the appliance performs. On the other hand, coffeemakers emerge as ideal 
candidates for aesthetic typicality because they have a more complex set of interaction 
points that must be preserved; creating simple designs for complex functional objects 
presents a greater challenge for designers. 
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7. An Exercise in Design for Typicality 
Industrial design is a practical discipline that is closely connected to business and 
economic interests. Hence, any theory that is proposed to be helpful to designers must 
have some potential for real world application. While laboratory research indicates that 
typicality may affect people’s preferences for products, it is not immediately obvious how 
to translate that research into a design process. Moreover, the process of designing to an 
essential level of abstraction that is based on people’s mental representations is likely to 
have a completely different set of priorities than a typical user-centered design process 
where the designer has complete creative agency to meet a range of user needs.  
To investigate the potential to apply the psychology of mental representations to 
product design, an experimental exercise was undertaken to design a coffeemaker, one 
category that was identified for its potential to benefit from aesthetic typicality. The 
purpose of this exercise was not to produce a product, per se. Rather, the purpose was to 
apply psychological theory to a design process and then follow it through to a design 
outcome, regardless of success or failure. A secondary purpose for this exercise was to 
experience the benefits or challenges that might occur while following a design process 
that deviates from the standard methodology. In an academic environment, the risk from a 
failed outcome or a negative design experience is low; no economic repercussions will 
result. However, if insight about design for typicality can be gained from the exercise, it 
might be translated into professional practice and design education. 
7.1 Underlying Assumptions and Priorities 
While both the process for determining typical form and the typical user-centered 
design process are analytic endeavors, they have little in common. A typical contemporary 
user-centered design process consists of an iterative cycle of empathic research, the 
definition of user requirements, an ideation process, a prototyping process, and a user 
testing process (figure 7.1).  
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Figure 7.1 The Stanford d.school design process. See References for image source. 
For this project, the activity of aesthetic form-giving has been almost entirely 
isolated from the user-centered design process. This is extremely unlikely to occur in a 
professional context—since the 1990s, user-centered design has dominated the practice of 
industrial design. However, for the purpose of this exercise, assumptions have been made 
to facilitate the process. First, it is a fixed assumption that the coffeemaker product 
category is culturally stable, even though in reality different types of coffee making 
equipment have risen in popularity, such as pod-based makers or French presses. It is also 
assumed that this stable drip coffeemaker category meets all functional user requirements. 
Furthermore, an additional assumption has been made that other emotional and economic 
needs can be deprioritized in service of environmental goals. All three assumptions have 
been made without explicit research, and are likely false in reality. Nonetheless, the 
combined assumptions allow for an emphasis on the question at hand, which how a 
designer might create aesthetically typical form based on what is known from 
psychological science and other easily available information. 
In order to focus on this question, an attempt has been made to prioritize the goal 
of typicality as much as possible. This is not fully compatible with a real-world scenario, 
where many other factors may need to be balanced. During this design process, efforts 
were made to adhere as closely as possible to what the collected research dictated. The 
agency of the designer has been minimized to a degree that may not be necessary. 
Although this academic experiment is skewed toward rigorous self-discipline on the 
part of the designer, it should not be interpreted to advocate for the necessity of such 
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extremes in professional practice. Like any available tool or strategy, the degree to which 
typicality is applied falls to the discretion of the designer, depending on the design 
objectives and constraints. Aesthetic typicality could be applied rigorously, following the 
philosophy of Hermann Muthesius of the Werkbund, or it could be applied via a moderate 
restraint on ornamentation as part of a larger user-centered process.  
Finally, while the research for this design exercise is based in human experiences, 
these experiences are of a particular variety—that is, emphasis has been placed on the 
commonalities of mental representations, rather than on the empathic discovery of user 
needs. Furthermore, while the design process used in this project is iterative, it is not 
rooted in the typical creative ideation steps to which designers are accustomed. 
7.2 The Problem of Finding the Prototype 
Unfortunately, finding a prototype for a given conceptual category is not a 
straightforward task. In psychological research, researchers often start from a fixed 
prototype and then deviate from that prototype in order to create a full set of experimental 
stimuli. In the world outside of the laboratory, members of a given conceptual category 
may have a good deal of variability along their many dimensions of features. Even drawing 
a dividing line between categories is not always mathematically straightforward; 
consequently, finding a prototype in the real world is not as simple as calculating a mean, 
or average, shape. 
There have been successes in using computational methods to find averages 
between 2-D images using triangulation and pointwise correspondences. These algorithms 
have been most successful with faces; a familiar example is the Michael Jackson Black or 
White music video from 1991. Face-morphing algorithms assume a standard set of 
correspondence points around the eyes, mouth, and outer contours of the face (figure 7.2 
a, b); this is because all faces have the same basic relationships of features. Given these 
fixed relationships, computing an average is relatively simple. 
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Figure 7.2 Triangulation and pointwise correspondence. See References for image sources. 
However, for any given three-dimensional object category without clearly fixed 
featural relationships, it is difficult to determine where pointwise correspondences should 
be placed—if such correspondences could even be found across the entire category. Some 
level of prior understanding of the required relational geometry for a category would be 
necessary to create these correspondences (figure 7.2c). For this reason, a computational 
approach is unlikely to be a shortcut to finding a product category prototype, requiring 
either advances in artificial intelligence capabilities or significant human assistance. 
On the other hand, people tend to have a good idea of what is typical in a product 
category by referencing their own experiences. Both the experience and creation of design 
rely upon comparisons to existing mental representations, or schemas, to make evaluations 
of an object’s fitness in its role. These comparisons are the foundation for our judgments 
and preferences.  
7.3 Drawings from Memory 
Designers do not typically seek explicit information about the content of users’ 
mental representations during the design process. For one, these mental representations 
cannot be directly observed. Nor can users necessarily communicate the content of their 
mental representations accurately. Given these limitations, how can designers discover the 
basic schemas that people have for a given product category to create visually simple 
designs? 
Italian artist and designer Gianluca Gimini inadvertently addressed this question in 
an internet-based project called Velocipedia in 2016. Gimini collected drawings of bicycles 
from people as a means of crowdsourcing inspiration for bicycle typologies, and then 
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translated the drawings into CAD models. Of the project, published on the web, Gimini 
stated, 
I would walk up to them with a pen and a sheet of paper asking that they 
immediately draw me a men’s bicycle, by heart. Soon I found out that when 
confronted with this odd request most people have a very hard time 
remembering exactly how a bike is made. Some did get close, some nailed 
it perfectly, but most ended up drawing something that was pretty far off 
from a regular men’s bicycle. (“Velocipedia on Behance”, 2016)  
 
Figure 7.3 Bicycle geometry from the Velocipedia project, with obvious functional problems. See 
References for image sources.  
Some of these renderings are immediately identifiable as having functional 
problems, or they possess seemingly atypical geometries (figure 7.3). Others seem like 
reasonable bicycles, with functionally problematic geometries that are not as readily 
apparent even after longer examination (figure 7.4).  
The Velocipedia project unearths questions about how the drawings relate to the 
participants’ mental representations: What parts are required? What parts do not matter? Is 
the outer contour of the form—the point that defines the boundaries of the object—of 
highest importance? Do common points of physical interaction, such as the seat, pedals, 
and handlebars, need to be represented accurately for the object to seem correct? Or 
perhaps the drive train and wheels, central to overall purpose, matter the most. For a 
complex functional object, these are relevant questions to determining mental 
representations. 
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Figure 7.4 Bicycle geometry from the Velocipedia project with less obvious functional problems. See 
References for image source. 
Like bicycles, coffeemakers also have some degree of functional complexity; both 
have multiple interaction points, as well as potentially misunderstood underlying 
mechanisms. A drawing exercise similar to Gimini’s bicycle project was designed in order 
to explore people’s mental representations of coffeemaker appliances. Approval was 
obtained through the University of Illinois’ Institutional Review Board (Appendix B) to 
perform the study. Thirteen participants were recruited via referral from members of the 
Industrial Design MFA graduate student cohort at the University of Illinois; the participants 
consisted of equal numbers of trained designers and non-designers.  
Participants completed their drawings in individual sessions using tabloid-sized 
sheets of copy paper and a felt tip pen (figure 7.5; for the full set of drawings, see 
Appendix C). Participants were reassured that their drawing abilities would not be 
evaluated, and that their identity would not be associated with the drawings. Each 
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participant was asked if they were familiar with a regular American style drip coffee maker. 
All participants were familiar with the appliance. The participants were given as much time 
as they wished to complete a drawing of a coffeemaker, although no participants took 
more than 10 minutes. While the participants were drawing, the study administrator noted 
the order in which the depicted parts were drawn, as well as any statements or other 
behavior by the participants. When the participants indicated they had completed their 
drawings, they were asked a series of reflection questions in an attempt to capture insights 
about the process of translating a mental representation to a drawing. 
	
Figure 7.5 Coffeemaker drawn by a study participant. 
The participants were forthcoming about the limits of their memory, occasionally 
spontaneously volunteering during the drawing process that they could not remember 
what certain parts looked like. If a feature had been accidentally omitted, the participant 
would usually remember before they had been explicitly asked during the interview. The 
parts that tended to be forgotten and later added were switches and cords, although at 
times seemingly critical parts such as carafes were left for last in the drawing process.  
When asked to gauge their level of success in depicting the appliance, the 
participants universally indicated that they had created a drawing that well represented the 
object that they were asked to draw. None of the participants said they felt that they had 
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failed to depict a coffee maker accurately or fully. Overall, there were no noticeable 
qualitative differences in any aspect of the depictions between trained designers and non-
designers. 
	
Figure 7.6 A participant drawing with context included. 
Most participants started by marking out the outer contour of the appliance in some 
manner, establishing at least a partial boundary for the space the depiction would occupy 
on the page. However, beyond these initial marks, the approach that the participants took 
varied. Carafes were sometimes drawn in place within the appliance and sometimes drawn 
separately. Some participants included cords and switches, while others chose not to 
include them at all. Accessory items such as sugar, coffee beans, and even tables were 
sometimes included. In one instance, more effort was put into context than the 
coffeemaker appliance itself (figure 7.6). 
Although it is a qualitative interpretation, many of the drawings tended toward 
geometrically simple shapes. Some depictions of the carafes had more complex changes in 
curvature. Subjectively, depictions were somewhat dissimilar to the styling of appliances 
that are currently on sale in the retail market in terms of curvature and complexity. For the 
most part, branding and logos were omitted. The configurations of the coffeemaker parts in 
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the drawings were very typical; there were no physical arrangements depicted that would 
have looked odd but could function properly. This could be a result of how the task was 
presented to participants, as they were asked to produce a ‘regular’ American coffeemaker. 
However, it could also indicate that mental representation relies heavily on a typical 
structural arrangement of shapes, as is suggested by recognition-by-components theory.  
After the study for this project was completed, Google released a data set of 
drawings of objects that participants created from memory that lends credence to the 
importance of typical structural relationships. The Quick!Draw! experiment collected 50 
million drawings, each made in less than 20 seconds, created by 15 million internet 
participants. The project was a means of collecting data to improve image classification by 
artificial intelligence. This data set hints at surprises in the content of some mental 
representations. For example, when asked to draw a stereo, participants created 
remarkably similar drawings that were not close reflections of the way current stereo 
products look or function (Schwab, 2017) (figure 7.7). 
	
Figure 7.7 A small percentage of the stereo drawings from the Quick!Draw! experiment dataset. See 
References for image source. 
7.4 Removing Atypical Features from Discarded Exemplars 
Drawings from memory help to indicate what should be minimally present for 
agreement with participants’ mental representations. Yet at times these drawings are 
‘wrong’, even to the point of being humorous. This raises the question: when seeking the 
essential level of abstraction in a product like a coffeemaker, can it also help to identify 
aesthetic features that may be incongruent with our schemas? Naoto Fukasawa, Dieter 
Rams, Adolph Loos, and other historical figures identified excess decoration as problematic 
for aesthetic endurance. To address the issue of ornamentation and decoration that might 
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interfere with a straightforward match to a schema, a study of discarded coffeemaker 
appliances was undertaken.  
Coffeemakers were collected from the Champaign-Urbana, Illinois area during a 
period of two weeks in January 2017 from secondhand stores such as Goodwill, Salvation 
Army, and Habitat for Humanity ReStore; social media such as Craigslist and Facebook; 
and local garage and yard sales. All available coffeemaker appliances were purchased if 
they were for sale for less than $20 USD. Appliances were excluded if they were duplicates 
of previously acquired appliances, or if they performed additional functions beyond making 
coffee—combination appliances were considered to be a different category for the purpose 
of this project. Exclusions were infrequent. Any capacity was included, as long as the 
appliance was intended for home use. The collected capacities ranged from 4 to 12 cups. 
Nineteen total coffeemakers were collected (figure 7.8; for the complete set see 
Appendix D). The dates of manufacture of the sample collection spanned multiple decades, 
although precise dates were not investigated. 
 
Figure 7.8 A subset of the collected coffeemakers. For the complete set see Appendix D. 
Some subcategories emerged in the collection: Mr. Coffee and Gevalia were well 
represented as brands, bringing with them some visual brand language. Higher-end brands 
for the American market such as Krups or Braun were notably absent. The exemplars 
varied widely in terms of trim and finish; some appliances had chrome or other contrasting 
metallic finish, LCD displays, or illuminated buttons. Generally, smaller appliances had less 
applied ornamentation. 
No information was available to determine the reasons why the coffeemakers were 
discarded. While it is possible that they were discarded precisely because their owners did 
not find their physical appearances agreeable, other possibilities are likely. Death, divorce, 
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and relocation are just a few of the reasons why coffeemaker appliances could be 
separated from their owners and discarded. It is also possible that the appliances were 
replaced with a different method of brewing coffee, such as a French press or pod brewing. 
Despite these possibilities, it is remarkable that higher-end drip coffeemaker brands were 
completely absent from secondhand sources. Whether higher-end appliances were kept 
during life transitions by their owners, or purchased more readily from secondhand 
sources once available, is not known. 
It can be inferred from the absence of certain brands that the set of collected 
secondhand exemplars does not represent all coffeemakers that have ever been available 
on the American market. However, it is a sample of coffeemakers that have been 
manufactured for the American market over a long period of time. The sample also 
represents products that were purchased and later discarded despite full functionality. If 
these coffeemakers were discarded for aesthetic reasons, then it might be that they fall 
outside of an acceptable range of typicality. The qualitative analysis of atypical (and 
presumably undesired) appliances may reveal the ways that they deviate from a central 
tendency for their category. 
To extract information about categorical central tendency, feature redundancy, and 
overall typicality from the collection of coffeemakers, a subtractive analysis of features was 
performed. Because marking and tracking physical features can be difficult in three 
dimensions, the appliances were photographed (figure 7.8). It is acknowledged that it is 
notoriously difficult to fully capture the form of a 3-D object in a 2-D image; this problem is 
known to present challenges for advertisers using static images for web and print, as well 
as for designers who sketch or make CAD models while designing 3-D products. 
Furthermore, as was discussed in section 5.1, mental representations of 3-D objects are 
thought to consist of more than a simple remembered collection of views. Therefore, an 
analysis using only photographs would be an imperfect methodology. However, capturing 
the objects in 2-D views facilitated a system of recordkeeping, as opposed to simulating the 
experience of perception. To guard against a bias toward one orientation or view, the 
appliances were photographed in front, aside and three-quarter views, and the physical 
appliances were kept available during analysis as references. 
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Figure 7.9 A subset of the corresponding front and side view contour line drawings. 
The photographs of the front and side views were traced using the pen tool in 
Adobe Illustrator, producing a set of contour line drawings (figure 7.9; for the full set of 
contour line drawings, see Appendix E). Contours were defined by overall geometry, 
including analysis of parting lines and transitions in luminance. Although it is 
acknowledged that color, material, and finish have a significant impact on perceptual 
experience, changes in these characteristics were not explicit considerations, and priority 
was placed on arrangements of geometric primitives. However, this is compatible with a 
design perspective. Many of the examples of enduring aesthetics in products that were 
drawn from design history in previous chapters were monochromatic or achromatic, using 
a small number of materials. Additionally, students first learning about form relationships, 
such as those studying foundational form at the Pratt Institute, learn about geometry 
before adding the complications of color or material. Nonetheless, transitions in color or 
material were often noted due to transitions in the underlying optical characteristics of the 
materials. 
The resulting contour line drawings were printed onto paper, divided into views, and 
then sorted by eye into a spectrum of curvilinearity. The position along this spectrum 
varied between views—in one view a given appliance could be more or less curvilinear than 
the other view. However, in general, the position along the spectrum was fairly consistent, 
with some coffeemakers falling into a category with complex curves, and others composed 
of basic extrusions such as cylinders. 
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The contour line drawings conveyed atypical features more clearly than either the 
photographs or the objects themselves. The printed contour line drawings were edited with 
pen to remove any ornamentation or extraneous curvature (figure 7.10). Two criteria were 
considered for editing: 1) whether the feature was unusual, either among the collected 
exemplars, or for the product category in general or 2) whether the feature was strongly 
associated with any style or era in design. This was a judgment-based process that did not 
use any quantifiable metric, relying instead upon individual experience and knowledge of 
design history. However, this process was similar to the judgment-based activities that 
occur within a typical design process, and is therefore likely to simulate the way a designer 
might actually apply theories about typicality.  
  
Figure 7.10 Printouts marked with pen to flag atypical features for removal. See Appendix E for the full 
set of edited printouts. 
After contour lines corresponding to atypical elements had been deleted, a series of 
incomplete views of objects remained. In many cases, very few of the interior features or 
contours were left. However, taken as a group, the views were still suggestive of a basic 
form for a coffeemaker that could be used as a starting point for a design. 
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7.5 Generation of a Concept 
Beginning from the edited contour line drawings generated from the collected 
coffeemakers, a sketching process was undertaken. The purpose of a normal sketching 
process is to generate new ideas for the role of form in positive functional and aesthetic 
user experiences. However, because the underlying assumptions and constraints for the 
exercise precluded much of that activity, the first round of this process was brief.  
 
Figure 7.11 a) Abstract but not typical, resulting in form similar to b) the Krups Silver Art line. See 
References for image source. 
The 2-D sketching process was not entirely automatic. A human intuitive process 
was required to integrate the contour line drawings. Indeed, even beginning from 19 
exemplars, there were still small design decisions to be made to generate a complete 
sketch. For example, where orthogonal contours met in the line drawings, there was some 
ambiguity in terms of the transition. Much of the initial sketching process focused on 
unifying strategies, such as coordinating proportions of radii (fillets) at transition points. In 
ambiguous cases, if a decision could be made to unify two parts of the design using gestalt 
principles, this was done. 
The form that emerged based on the entire set of 19 exemplar contour line 
drawings was abstract, but it was neither typical nor essential when modeled. This resulting 
form was a unibody geometry (figure 7.11a). Coincidentally, this form was vaguely 
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reminiscent of a Krups Silver Art coffeemaker (figure 7.11b). The reason that this result 
occurred can be traced to the contour line drawing analysis phase. During this phase, 
many of the interior contour lines of curvy coffeemakers had been edited out as atypical, 
removing fundamental geometric structural relationships. When sketches were constructed 
from the 2-D drawings, the structural relationships of geometric primitives were not 
reestablished. That the resulting form was abstracted beyond an essential level suggests 
care must be taken to preserve typical arrangements of geometric primitives when 
removing ornament; in this exercise, when an expected geometric relationship was missing, 
the form was stylized and abstract, rather than typical.    
	
Figure 7.12 Revised sketches. 
To reestablish the basic geometric relationships and restore typicality, information 
from the memory drawing study was integrated into the design. In the participants’ 
drawings, highly curvilinear contours were uncommon, suggesting that they were correctly 
flagged as atypical during the process of editing the contour line drawings. However, it was 
observed that there was also a strong tendency for a filter basket to be arranged in a 
subordinate fashion to the main body of the appliance. This relationship had not been 
preserved during the contour deletion exercise. Restoring this relationship reduced the 
level of abstraction, increased typicality, and brought the result closer to the essential level 
(figure 7.12).  
While both contour line drawings and memory drawings were used to determine 
design proportions, contour line drawings were given greater weight in consideration 
because they were not affected by potential memory errors or lack of talent at drawing. 
During iteration, foam models were physically compared to the collected appliance 
exemplars to check for correctness of scale and proportion (figure 7.13). 
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Figure 7.13 Proportion checks against collected exemplars. 
	
Figure 7.14 Urethane foam model of coffeemaker design.  
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7.6 Exhibition 
The final design was exhibited from April 7 - April 22, 2017 in the Krannert Art 
Museum on the campus of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The exhibition 
consisted of twelve full-sized coffeemakers exhibited alongside a model of the designed 
coffeemaker. 
	
Figure 7.15 Installation of collected exemplars and the designed coffeemaker in the Krannert Art 
Museum.  
The collected coffeemakers were painted with matte primer gray to allow the viewer 
to focus on form, rather than color or material, which were not primary considerations for 
this project. The lower shelf of the exhibition was installed at standard kitchen countertop 
height, 36” above the floor, to evoke a sense of a kitchen environment a coffeemaker would 
inhabit. The second row of shelving was arranged at a height consistent with upper 
cabinets in a kitchen. The shelves were also designed to reference retail displays; they were 
hung with wall brackets rather than as floating or hidden shelves. A video display 
accompanied the arrangement to explain the design process. 
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The shelves were fabricated from reclaimed barn wood material. This material was 
chosen to provide a counterpoint to this project’s approach to sustainable design, and to 
acknowledge roles for material choice and end-of-life reuse. Ecological sustainability is too 
large a problem for any one strategy; instead, multiple strategies must be used in 
complementary combinations to find a successful solution. 
The exhibition of the installation in an art museum context provided an alternative 
reading of the project that was not intended, but is insightful. The installation was 
reminiscent of certain varieties of conceptual art that set aside the expression of the artist, 
favoring a methodical carrying-out of prescribed actions to achieve a result. The tension 
between artistic expression and conceptual content from those works is shared with this 
project, which has considered the creative agency of the designer relative to the conceptual 
fidelity of the product. While artists and industrial designers do not usually find themselves 
in pursuit of the same goals, both disciplines must consider how and when to appropriately 
apply expressive creativity in their work.  
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8. Reflection and Discussion 
8.1 The Experience of the Designer   
 “As little design as possible”, as Dieter Rams phrased it, requires as much self-
discipline as possible. Reflecting on the exercise, at every stage in the process, it was 
difficult to maintain the self-restraint required to adhere to the objective of typicality above 
all else. The process was fraught with temptations to beautify the object or make it more 
exciting. With respect to proportion, it was particularly difficult to allow the collected 
exemplars to dictate decisions. Designers typically have much more agency in aesthetic 
choices than was permissible during this process. 
The typical design process is indoctrinated through classroom education and 
professional practice, and is based on economic and marketing priorities that are often 
antithetical to the goals of this project. The current practice of industrial design 
incorporates competitive analysis, including form and material trends, as requisite steps in 
the design process. Furthermore, most professional designers are continuously aware of 
changing trends in form and material. It is a considerable mental challenge to set aside 
this knowledge and training, abandoning a step that is considered a fundamental part of 
the job of design. 
Another regular activity in the job of design is to solicit feedback from peers and 
users, looking for strong positive or negative responses. When these strong reactions are 
missing, it is difficult to know whether enough has been done. Nike designer Tinker Hatfield 
commented on the role of feedback in the documentary series Abstract, saying, “If people 
don’t either love or hate your work, you just haven’t done all that much” (2017). The 
design strategy that Nike employs is inherently related to changing fashion—in Nike 
product lines, trends matter and differentiation is valued. Nike’s process is at one extreme 
of a spectrum. However, Hatfield’s observation reflects a normal expectation for the design 
feedback process.  
In the case of this design exercise, the feedback was unexpectedly neutral, even 
from trained designers. Comments such as, “It seems fine” or, “I don’t really have any 
suggestions” were frequent. Although the point was to create a conceptually neutral form, 
this neutral feedback was difficult to interpret as anything but negative. If the common 
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requirements for a successful design are that it is on trend, fashionable, and creates strong 
positive initial emotional responses, this design did not meet those criteria. Indeed, it is 
possible that very strongly positive initial reactions are incompatible with agreeability over 
the long term. However, designers usually only gauge initial reactions in their research. 
Overall, the process of soliciting feedback was an extremely uncomfortable and 
unfamiliar experience that undermined confidence that the process was on the right track. 
The process does not reconcile with the training that designers have typically undergone 
until now. Would it be easier with dedicated education and practice? Perhaps. It is also 
possible that a lessening of the degree to which typicality is considered could mitigate 
some of the discomfort a designer might experience: a mere moderation of creative 
expression with knowledge of typicality may be enough to produce a desirable and 
sustainable outcome, with minimal angst for the designer.  
8.2 Science and Design  
The design portion of this project was an exploratory exercise, with the goal of 
simulating how a designer might use typicality and knowledge of mental representations 
from psychological science in a real-world design situation. There is no proposed metric by 
which the design outcome might be evaluated, either initially or over time. While this is 
something that might be addressed in future psychological research or in qualitative 
design research, it is not the intention for this project. Rather, the outcome of this exercise 
is a sense for the feasibility of the process that was used to extrapolate from scientific 
knowledge to design.  
Psychologists have already provided helpful information for designers about the 
nature of our mental representations and the processes of visual perception, and have 
provided evidence that conceptual categorization exerts a strong influence on the cognitive 
effort required to understand the objects we design. What psychologists cannot currently 
do is specify for designers a perfectly typical form. Moreover, this is a computationally 
challenging task.  
The process used in this exercise is more constrained than a typical design process, 
but it still leverages skills and knowledge that are unique to designers. These are a felt 
sense and intuition about correctness of form, the ability to integrate visual information, 
and the set of technical skills required to translate them into a final concept. Thus, 
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designers are still necessary to the activity of design, even if this approach to sustainability 
requires a modification of methodology. 
Like the Gestalt principles of grouping, CAD, or the Adobe Creative Suite, advances 
from the worlds of science and technology can provide tools and methods for designers 
that bring new insights and abilities. There may not presently be a role for science to 
create form, but it can provide a platform for designers to create more successful, 
understandable, and sustainable products.  
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9. Conclusion 
There are many examples of aesthetically enduring simplicity, from Japanese 
traditional aesthetics, to Braun, MUJI, and Apple products. Though Minimalism may be one 
way to describe these designs, simplicity might be better defined as an essential level of 
abstraction, where the basic representation of the product’s category is maintained in its 
form. The cognitive economy gained from this level of abstraction can be interpreted as a 
type of simplicity. 
Some cultures are known to produce designers that are adept at finding the 
essential level of abstraction. Historically, these cultures may have evolved to create 
circumstances where simplicity became a priority, but the design outcomes are not the 
result of culture alone. Rather, it is the shared human cognitive apparatus underlying visual 
perception and conceptual categorization that contributes to the experience of simplicity. 
While the specific kinds of conceptual categories that people may possess vary across 
cultures, the phenomenon of typicality itself is common to all people. 
Research from cognitive psychology that describes our perceptual processes and 
illuminates the nature of our mental representations, or schemas, can help designers 
understand where the essential level of abstraction occurs. Knowledge of our cognitive 
architecture can be applied in professional and educational settings to support the difficult 
task of learning to design simple and aesthetically enduring objects.  
Prototypes, or cognitive reference points that reflect the central tendency of a 
conceptual category, are based on the integration of many encountered examples of 
category members over time. Prototypes are easy for people to mentally process, and 
people show aesthetic preferences for typical objects, partly because they are so familiar. 
While experimental methods have not yet validated the role of typicality in sustainable 
behavior, designers can reference the idea of typicality as a tool to create simple aesthetics 
in functional objects.  
The design exercise in this project attempted to integrate psychological research 
into the design process in a manner that would be realistic for a designer who was not 
trained as a scientist. The process that was followed in this project deviates from a typical 
user-centered creative design process. In this project, form development was isolated from 
other factors that must be considered for a successful product outcome. The degree of 
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isolation in this process was likely more extreme than any real design process could 
accommodate. However, designing a product for any degree of aesthetic typicality would 
require some level of adjustment on the part of the designer: agency and creative 
expression are reduced using this methodology, and feedback can be less clear. 
Typicality as a sustainability strategy must be applied judiciously. There are some 
product categories or contexts that are unlikely to benefit from this approach to aesthetics. 
There are also practical and emotional influences that might mitigate the positive 
behavioral effects of typical aesthetics in design. Furthermore, the approach may be 
fundamentally at odds with given business objectives. However, it is possible that even 
moderate shifts toward typicality could create positive impacts on aesthetic and 
environmental longevity, even if the impacts are small. 
The problem of environmental sustainability is vast and not easily solved. 
Interrelated factors such as culture, economics, technology, and individual emotions and 
aspirations mean that many approaches must be used together to find a solution. In 
combination, small impacts toward sustainability can contribute toward the larger goal of 
an environmentally healthy planet. Using typicality to create aesthetically enduring design 
may be one available strategy that can positively influence consumer behavior toward 
sustainable decisions, and create more enduring consumer-product relationships. 
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